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R ARADIZ AT I ON. the employmaentof noed or dimontiueus electric
ly TuE BDITOL currents.

Mags:o-ElerMr Machias.-Im these the insulatd
It je now over thirty years since the discovery wire is put upon wooden spools, and slipped over
Faraday, that vire insutated by a covering of the ends cf a piece of bent ion, which are turned
or cotton, and encircling a piece of iron, around ina front of a horse-sboe magnet. They are

electric at the moment of bringing a decidedly the cleanest and prettiest instromets for
into coatact with, or separating it from medicinal purposes, and the ones most frequently

;the wire being unconnected with either, and employed in this country. They comte to us front
ig unaffected, but on the movement of the United States, where they ane manufactured

maget to or away fron the iron within it. cbeaplyin gret numbers, and extensively employed
curresa thus induced, rua in opposite direc- both by medical men and the community at large ;

tions, ha't is, the und of the Wire and all those, that Ilhave se, are made to transmit
which gives positive electricity on the undivided to and fro carrentà as generated.
B h. application, shows negative on The electrodes (or bandes), being alternately posi-
the removal of the magnet, and vice i tive and negative, paso the electricity backwards and
vers with the other extremity of forwards througb any portion of the body placed
the wire, hence the name " to and between them. In more perfect instruments, bow-
fro" currents. They become mach ever, of which those of the English makers are not
more perceptible when the iron is excelled in the world, control may be exercised
bnt, and a horse-shoe magnet em- over one of tbese sets of carrents, and a positive
ployed to touch both ends at the and negative electrode be produced at pleasure,
ame time, as abown in the margin. thus enabling the operator to pass the stream in any

Like currenta are produc,:d in the wire when direction desired. This is of great advantage, for
around the magne, and its poles tonched sa torrent runing with a nerve, is mackh tuma ex-

son iron. citable than an inverse or mixed one.
Tmporary or electro-magnets evolve similar

And voltaio electricity from a pile, or a simple
of zine and copper plates, when passed througb

insulated coil of wire, also generates at the mo-
tg of making and breaking contact, th ame t o
fro currents in another coil placed over it or
'ath. ame spool, although not otherwise

eotoes..-It therefore follows tbat to have
ucps induced currents, the contacts and

was of the magne; or the interruptions in
trm from.the voltaic plates, mus% bo numerous
speedy contrivanceas for this purpose are

rhotomes (I. e. cut-currents) and have ipa
the ingenuity of scientiic men in al parts of Ia this instrument, invented and einployed by
old heaceDr. Duchenne, the spools are placed over the
iil hence be observed, that although tbese magnets, and contain first, eighty feet of insulated

tic currents are aiways produced from copper wire lo lnch in diameter, over which is
Of insulated wire, yet that there are tree wound nearly two thousand feet of another of ils in.

Of indacing them, vis i-the permanent ln both of these wires are generated the me to
t-the electro magnt-and the electiri coil, and fro carrents, which however vary greatly tn

two latter requiring voltaio electricity. character, those fromt the larger being mach more
Dr. Duchenne of Boulogne, who bas devoted a powerful, and M: the longer and smaller, more

deal of attention to tbis souject and wbose penetrating.
Work, is without doubt the most complete Volta-Fectric .fpparatus.-Soft iron becomes
ezteosively employa these induced currents, magnetic wbea surrounded by an iasulated coil of

t hnour of their discoverer has denominated wire through which is passing a stream of voltale
application Faradization, which happy ap- electricity; and an instrument could be made pre-

b as been at once adopied by the profes- cisely like the one with the borse-she magnet,
aM large. Wheu from a permanent maguet, he but with a power much greater, depending as it
It MagOeto-Faraci ad if induced from a would on the strenth of the battery employed.
, Voita-Faradic. But 16. tonhnig of a handle is nanecessary with a,

to.-4mr this xplanation it vill be battery, as, to produce Faradic corrents, we bave
.Myby Famda^tos ls onlig te ounderstood morely te place another coil over the temponmy


